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Grade 8's Safari trip to

Kivuli Camp, Rukinga



Day 1- After a long journey, we make it and get to explore the camp
After a long wait we finally begin our
journey to Rukinga!

We start the day with a filling and tasty breakfast, getting us ready for the day
ahead!

Bernard the ranger takes us to check out
the education centre...

We learn about the threats wildlife face in
rukinga, from habitat destruction to
illegal hunting.

Ranger Bernard teaches us about
the important ecological roles
elephants play and why they need
our protection!

We also explore the research centre.



Day 2 - more exploring...
We learn all about REDD+ carbon credits and the multiple conservation projects
at wildlife works.

Ranger Bernard answering our questions!

Taking a much need break after a morning of learning and exploring!
Checking out the collection of skulls
at the research centre!



Day 2 - in the afternoon, We visit the hangar and learn about the
jojoba plant...

Before we head off to visit Wildlife Works Headquarters, we pose for a photo...

We got to visit the hangers and see the
helicopters! 

We learnt about  how
to make oil from 
 jojoba...

We learnt how the helicopters help the rangers do their work, and how they help
protect Rukinga's wildlife!

... and visited the  jojoba tree!



... as well as visit the greenhouses and factory! 
We visited the greenhouses
and learnt about the
importance of indigenous
trees.

helping the wildlife works team with
t-shirt printing!

Time for a PHOTO!



Time to play with some elephant dung!
We learn all the stages of transforming elephant dung to paper...

... AND WE HAVE PAPER!

STEP 1... STEP 2...

STEP 3...

STEP 4...



Day 3 - TIME TO HIKE UP MARUNGU HILL!

... The walk was tough but worthwhile...

We BEGIN OUR WALK UP MARUNGU HILL...

We also enjoy a well deserved lunch!,...as we enjoy the beautiful views over
Rukinga Conservancy.



Last evening - time or football and marshmallows

Some of the guys challenge the rangers to a game (or five) of football...

for our last night, we get ready
for a campfire

We enjoy roasting marshmallows, telling stories around the campfire and some
dancing! 

... while the rest of us cheer them on!

More marshmallows!



Some of the wildlife spotted...
Can you spot the impalas?

One of the many buffalos spotted! 

some of the birds that vised the camp!

The many hornbills we saw both on
game drives and at the camp!

We saw many zebras on our drives, but
no photos apart from this one! 



Message from Valor 2 Virtue

From all of us at Valor to Virtue we hope you had an amazing safari. Thank you for your patience, positive
attitude and enthusiasm! Although we did not get to see a lot of wildlife (we still saw some pretty cool

animals!), we did learn a  lot about Rukinga, Wildlife Works and the amazing work they do. Remember to
work hard and We wish you the very best for your future!

 
Thank you to Khadija, Zuhura, Stacy, Florence, Benson, Yusuf, Defan, Jamal, Athuman, James, Rama, Hassan,

Purity, Santa, Hellen, Blandina, Purity, Said, Teacher Betty, Teacher Biasha, Teacher Michael and Teacher Julius   

The Safari Squad



Leave your
message!



Leave your
message!




